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				Fullriver Battery Shop
Fullriver now offers online purchasing of our Full Throtte Series batteries, chargers, accessories, and branded swag. Shop now and enjoy convenient delivery straight to your doorstep.

FREE SHIPPING
All batteries and chargers ship for free! All other products ship free when your cart reaches $250 or more. Offer valid inside the continental U.S. only; excludes Alaska, Hawaii and Puerto Rico

* Some exclusions may apply, see ordering and return policies here.


Shop Batteries →Shop Accessories →Shop Chargers→Shop Charger Accessories→Shop Display Dummies→
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Why Choose a
Full Throttle Series Battery


Fullriver batteries can be found in various applications all over the world. From powering your car or UTV, bass boat, solar installation, or floor machine... Fullriver Battery has got you covered. Learn why Fullriver batteries are the best AGM batteries on the market today!



Long Lifespan



Fullriver AGM batteries typically last longer than their wet cell counterparts due to 99.994% pure virgin lead, high compression cells, and no maintenance needed.





Fast Charging



Fullriver AGM incorporates very low internal resistance allowing for charge rates up to 35% of total Ah for faster charging.





Built Stronger



Fullriver AGM is built with TPPL (Thin Plate Pure Lead) technology and Over-The-Partition welds which greatly increase resistance to vibration and shock! The ABS case and optional metal jackets provide high heat resistance for the most abusive environments.





Outstanding Warranty



Fullriver AGM batteries are backed with up to a 4-year Full Replacement Warranty on automotive group sizes for worry-free time on the road, off the road, in the lanes, on the water, or anywhere.





Wide Range of Sizes



Fullriver AGM batteries come in a wide variety of sizes from 8Ah/100CCA to 225Ah/1450CCA! This includes 15 automotive BCI sizes to fit thousands of vehicle makes and models.





Flexible Installation



Fullriver AGM batteries can be mounted vertically or horizontally, allowing them to fit places traditional wet cell batteries cannot! Fullriver AGM incorporates recombinant technology for long life, and no off-gassing like traditional wet cell batteries. Install them inside without the worry of dangerous explosive and corrosive gases. No more corroded terminals or cables.







Batteries & Accessories
For those seeking a robust and reliable battery that offers exceptional value for the money and peace of mind, Full Throttle batteries are the obvious choice. Thoroughly tested to withstand the toughest conditions, our Full Throttle Series promises superior performance, maximum power, increased longevity, and faster recharge times compared to other AGM batteries.

Shop Batteries →Shop Accessories →Shop Display Dummies→
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Chargers & Accessories
We offer a range of efficient and reliable industrial battery chargers, designed to deliver maximum performance and promote the longevity of your batteries. Thanks to advanced features, including multi-stage charging for optimal battery health, temperature compensation for safe operation in extreme conditions, and compatibility with a wide range of batteries, Fullriver has the right charger to keep your batteries running at peak efficiency.

Shop Chargers →Shop Accessories →
[image: A table with a battery charger and other equipment.]
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Branded Swag
Show your support with Full Throttle series branded swag. Much like our batteries and chargers... our shirts, hats, and decals are made from quality materials and built to last. Affordably priced, they make great additions to any wardrobe or vehicle. So, treat yourself to some Full Throttle swag today!

Shop Branded Swag →
[image: Full Throttle swag on a table.]
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Full Throttle Series AGM
Trusted by Professionals

Top professionals and enthusiasts trust and rely on Full Throttle AGM batteries to get them to the finish line. From racing to fishing, Full Throttle batteries are built to take anything you can throw at them. If these people stake their reputation on our batteries... shouldn't you?

Shop Batteries
[image: Shreddy's Blake Wilkey trust Full Throttle Battery]
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From the top racers to the weekend warriors they will keep you cranked up!

- Blake Wilkey
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The only battery I trust in any of my vehicles

- Ken Dunnagan
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Full Throttle batteries meet and exceed our needs!

- Weller Racing
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I beat the living crap out of them for hours at a time and they never let me down!

- Cole Morris
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